Abstract. Usually, training data are not evenly distributed in the input space. This makes non-local methods, like Neural Networks, not very accurate in those cases. On the other hand, local methods have the problem of how to know which are the best examples for each test pattern. In this work, we present a way of performing a trade off between local and nonlocal methods. On one hand a Radial Basis Neural Network is used like learning algorithm, on the other hand a selection of the training patterns is used for each query. Moreover, the RBNN initialization algorithm has been modified in a deterministic way to eliminate any initial condition influence. Finally, the new method has been validated in two time series domains, an artificial and a real world one.
Introduction
When the training data are not evenly distributed in the input space, the non-local learning methods could be affected by decreasing their generalization capabilities. One way of resolving such problem is by using local learning methods [3, 9] . Local methods use only partially the set of examples during the learning process. They select, from the whole examples set, those that consider more appropriate for the learning task. The selection is made for each new test pattern presented to the system, by means of some kind of similarity measurement to that pattern. k-NN [4] is a typical example of these systems, in which the selected learning patterns are the k closest to the test pattern by some distance metric, usually the Euclidean distance.
Those methods, usually known as lazy learning or instance-based learning algorithms [1] , have the inconvenience of being computationally slow, and highly dependent on the number of examples selected and on the metric used, being frequent the situations where an Euclidean metric might not be appropriate.
Bottou and Vapnik [2] introduce a dual, local/non-local, approach to give good generalization results in non-homogeneous domains. This approach is based on the selection, for each test pattern, of the k closest examples from the training set. With these examples, a neural network is trained in order to predict the test pattern. This is a good combination between local and non-local learning. However, the neural network used is a linear classifier and the method assumes that Euclidean distance is an appropriate metric. Besides, it considers that all test patterns have the same structure but some domains would require different behaviors when being in different regions.
In this work we introduce some modifications in the general procedure of [2] , by considering the use of Radial Basis Neural Networks (RBNN) [6, 5] . RBNN have some advantages when using dual techniques: they are non-linear, universal approximators [7] and therefore the metric becomes a non-critical factor; besides, their training is very fast, without increasing significatively the computational cost of standard lazy approaches.
We propose to use RBNN with a lazy learning approach, making the selection of training patterns based on a kernel function. This selection is not homogeneous, as happened in [2] ; by opposite it is detected, for each testing pattern, how many training patterns would be needed, and what is the importance in the learning process of each one of them. This importance is taken into consideration, in the form of a weight, in the learning process of the network.
When a lazy approach is combined with RBNN, two important aspects must be taken into account. In one hand, the initialization of the RBNN training algorithm is a critical factor that influences their performance. This algorithm has been modified in a deterministic way to eliminate any initial condition influence. In other hand, it may occur that no training pattern is selected for certain test patterns, due to the distribution of data in the input space. In those case the system must provide some answer. We propose two different approaches to treat this problem.
The final method results to be a dual local non-local method, where the initialization of the network is deterministic and the method is able to determine the degree of locality of each region of the space, by means of a kernel function that could be considered as a parameter, and modified appropriately. In some cases a test pattern could be considered as non-local in the sense that it corresponds to more frequent situations. In this case almost the totality of the training patterns will be selected, and the method behaves like an non-local approach. This transaction between local and non-local behavior is made automatically.
Description of the Method
The learning method proposed in this work has been called LRBNN (Lazy RBNN method) and is based on the selection, from the whole training data, of an appropriate subset of training patterns in order to improve the answer of the network for a novel pattern. For each new pattern received or query, a new subset of training examples is selected. The main idea consists of selecting those patterns close to the new query instance, in terms of the Euclidean distance. In order to give more importance to the closest examples, a weighting measure that assigns a weight to each training example is applied. This is done by using a kernel function which depends on the Euclidean distance from the training pattern to the query. In this work, the inverse function (K(d) = 1/d, where d is the distance from the training pattern to the new query) is used. A more detailed information about the use of this function can be found in [8] .
To carry out this idea, a n-dimensional sphere centered at the test pattern is established, in order to select only those patterns placed into it. Its normalized radius (respect to the maximum distance from any example to the query), called r r , will be used to select the training patterns situated into the sphere, being r r a parameter that must be established before the application of the learning algorithm. Next, the sequential structure of LRBNN method is summarized.
Let q = (q1, ..., qn) be the query instance. Let X be the whole available training data set: 
At this point, each training pattern in X has an associated natural number, n k , which indicates how many times the pattern (x k , y k ) will be used to train the RBNN in order to predict the query q. 5. A new training subset associated to q, Xq, is built up. Given a pattern (x k , y k ) from the original training set X, it will be included in Xq if n k > 0. Besides, (x k , y k ) will be randomly placed n k times in Xq. 6. The RBNN is trained using Xq: the neurons centers are calculated in an unsupervised way using K-means algorithm in order to cluster the input training patterns included in the subset Xq. The neurons widths are evaluated as the geometric mean of the distances from each neuron center to its two nearest centers, and the RBNN weights are estimated in a supervised way in order to minimize the mean square error measured in the training subset Xq.
In order to apply the learning method to train RBNN, two features must be taken into account: On one hand, the results would depend on the random initialization of the K-means algorithm which is used to determine the locations of the RBNN centers and must be applied for each query. On the other hand, when the test pattern is located in a region of the input space where the examples are scarce, it could happen that no training examples are selected. We present solutions to both problems, which are described next.
K-means initialization.
Having the objective of achieving the best performance, a deterministic initialization, instead of the usual random ones, is proposed. The idea is to obtain a prediction of the network with a deterministic initialization of the centers whose accuracy is similar to the one obtained when several random initializations are done. The initial location of the centers will depend on the location of the closest training examples selected. The deterministic initialization is obtained as follows:
. . , x l ) be the l selected training patterns, inversely ordered by their distance to the query instance. Let m be the number of hidden neurones of the RBNN to be trained. -If m ≤ l then the center of the i th neuron is initialized to the x i position,
, l neurones will be initialized to the x i position, for i = 1, 2, . . . , l, and the remaining m − l neurones (lets call this number p) will be randomly initialized in the following way:
• M q , the centroid of the set X q , is evaluated.
• p centers (c 1q , c 2q , ....c pq ) are randomly generated, such as
where is a very small real number.
Empty training set. It has been observed that when the input space data is highly dimensional, in certain regions of it the data density can be so small that the sphere centered at the query instance does not include any train pattern into it if the relative radius is small. When this situation occurs, an alternative way to select the training patterns must be taken. In our work, we propose two different approaches which are experimentally evaluated.
1. If the subset X q associated to a query q is empty, then we apply the method of selection to the closest training pattern, as if it was the test pattern. Thus, the selected set will have, at least, one element. 2. If X q is empty, then the network is trained with X, the set formed by all the training patterns. In other words, the network is trained as usual, with all the available patterns.
Experimental Validation
We have applied LRBNN to two domains, the Mackey-Glass and the Venice Lagoon time series. As it was remarked in section 2, the relative radius r r must be given as an external parameter of the method in order to study its influence on the performance of the model. Besides, RBNN with different architecturesi.e. different number of hidden neurons-must be trained so that the influence of the network architecture can also be studied. The method incorporates solutions regarding to the initialization of centers and the possibility of having empty training sets. These solutions are validated in the experiments where we have applied the lazy approach with both ways of initializing the centers: the random and the deterministic one. Moreover, in the cases where some test patterns can not be predicted because the associated training subset is empty, the approaches mentioned in section 2 have been applied. 
An Artificial Time Series Prediction Problem: The Mackey-Glass Time Series
The Mackey-Glass time series is a well known artificial time series widely used in the literature about RBNN, [10] , [6] . The data used in this work has been generated following the studies mentioned above. In order to show that the deterministic initialization lead to an appropriate performance of RBNN when they are trained following the lazy learning approach, experiments with the lazy approach where the neurons centers are randomly initialized are also made. Table 1 shows the mean performance of the method for five random initializations, when RBNN with different number of hidden neurons are trained. Each value of the error for a specific number of neurons and radius corresponds to the mean value of five different mean errors. On the other hand, when the proposed deterministic initialization is applied, the obtained results are shown in table 2. We can observe that the error values are slightly better than the ones obtained when the neurons centers were randomly located. We must emphasize the advantage of this method where a single run is needed whereas if the usual K-means algorithm is applied, several initializations must be made in order to ensure an adequate performance of the method.
The columns named "NP" displays the number of "null patterns", that is, test patterns for which the number of selected training patterns is zero. This situation might arise because of the dimensionality of the problem and the nonuniform distribution of data. The "PP" column displays the percentage of test patterns that are correctly answered ("Predicted Patterns"). As it is shown, when r r = 0.04, there are 45 test patterns for which the networks can not make a prediction because the associated training sets are empty. Thus, these test patterns are discarded, corresponding the error values to the rest of patterns, that is, to the 91% of the whole test set.
We have applied the two alternative ways of treating these anomalous patterns are presented. Method (a), that keeps the local approach,and Method (b) that renounce to the local approach and follows a global one. With the aim of studying the performance of both approaches, RBNN of different architectures are trained when a relative radius of 0.04 is taken. Both Method (a) and Method (b) have been applied and the obtained error values are shown in table 3, where we can see that method (b) behaves slightly worse than method (a) in all the cases. Thus, when a local approach is taken, the method gets better results than when all the available patterns are used to train the networks. As for the influence of the relative radius and the number of hidden neurons, it is possible to observe that the performance of the networks is scarcely influenced by the value of the relative radius when it is bigger than a certain value and the number of neurons is big enough. The mean error decreases with the radius until r r = 0.08, and then it maintains its value nearly constant as the radius increases if the number of neurons is bigger than 7. Thus, the relative radius is not a critical parameter if the number of neurons is bigger than 7 and the relative radius is bigger than 0.08. When the number of neurons is small, the performance of the networks gets worse as the radius increases. This is explained because the number of training patterns selected is very big and the number of neurons of the RBNN are insufficient to fit such training set.
A Real Time Series Prediction Problem: The Venice Lagoon Time Series
The Venice lagoon time series represents the behavior of the water level at Venice lagoon. Unusually high tides result from a combination of chaotic climatic elements in conjunction with the more normal, periodic, tidal systems associated with a particular area. The most famous example of flooding in the Venice lagoon occurred in November 1966 when, driven by strong winds, the Venice Lagoon rose by nearly 2 m. above the normal water level. That phenomenon is known as "high water" and many efforts have been made in Italy to develop systems for predicting sea levels in Venice and mainly for the prediction of the high water phenomenon [11] .
There is a great amount of data representing the behavior of the Venice Lagoon time series. However, the part of data associated to the stable behavior of the water is very abundant as opposed to the part associated to high water phenomena. This situation leads to the following: the RBNN trained with a complete data set is not very accurate in predictions of high water phenomena. Hence, the aim in this context is to observe whether a selection of training patterns may help to obtain better predictions. A training data set of 3000 points corresponding to the water level measured each hour has been extracted from available data in such a way that both stable situations and high water situations appear represented in the set. High-water situations are considered when the level of water is not lower than 110 cm. 20 test patterns have also been extracted from the available data and they represent a situation when the water level is higher than 110 cm.
In order to apply LRBNN, different RBNN architectures have been trained during 500 learning cycles, and the relative radius has been fixed to different values from 0.04 to 0.2. As in the previous domain, two sets of experiments have been done: the first one corresponds to the usual, random K-means initialization; in order to obtain representative results, five runs of the method have been carried out and the mean of the results is showed in table 4.
The second set of experiments, carried out only once, corresponds to the deterministic initialization of the neurons centers. The results are displayed on table 5. As it happened on the previous domains, when the deterministic initialization of the centers is done, the results are similar or slightly better than when the centers are randomly located. It is important to observe that there are null patterns even when the relative radius grows to 0.08. When r r = 0.04, 14 test patterns, out of 20, can not be predicted. Thus, only a 30% of the test set can be properly predicted. And still for r r = 0.08 2 patterns are not predicted. The anomalous situations are now more frequent and this is explained as follows: the dimensionality of this problem is higher than the former one because this series problem has been modeled as a six-dimension function; besides, there are regions of the input space whose data density is very low. The test set has been generated so that its data represent the high water situations, and the training examples which corresponds to these unfrequent situations are very scarce. Thus, the null patterns processing methods presented in this work are essential in the LRBNN model. Table 6 shows the errors obtained when both methods (a) and (b) are applied if null patterns are found. It is important to realize that, although it seems that the results are worse than those seen on table 5, a 100% of the test patterns are properly predicted. In this domain, the differences between both methods are significant, specially when the relative radius is 0.04. In this case, 14 null patterns are found, that is, 70% of the whole test set. We can appreciate that method (a) achieves lower errors that method (b). Thus, when a lazy learning approach is applied the result is better than when the RBNN are trained with all the available training patterns.
It is possible to observe that, as in previous cases, when the relative radius is small, mean errors are high, due to the shortage of selected training patterns, and as the relative radius increases, the mean error decreases and then it does not change significatively. Thus, as it happened with the previous domains, the relative radius is not a critical parameter if the number of neurons and the relative radius are bigger enough.
Lazy Learning Versus Global Learning
In order to compare the lazy learning strategy (LRBNN) with the traditional one, RBNN with different number of hidden neurons (from 5 to 150) have been trained, in a global way, using the whole training data set in order to build a global approximation. In this work, the traditional learning has been carried out using a training and a validation data set, stopping the iterative process when both errors become stabilized. The standard K-means algorithm has been used and several experiments with different initial centers locations are made. In both approaches, the same data sets have been used. In table 7 , the best results obtained in both domains for both methods, lazy and traditional ones, are shown. As it is possible to observe, in both domains the performance of the local method is significatively better than the performance of the traditional learning approach.
Conclusions
In this work, we try to complement the good characteristics of local and global approaches by using a lazy learning method for selecting the training set, using RBNN for making predictions. RBNN have some advantages: they are universal approximators and therefore the assumption of local linear behavior is no longer needed; besides, their training is very fast, without increasing significatively the computational cost of standard local learning approaches. We present a method (LRBNN) that can get the locality of the input space, and then uses a non-linear method to approximate each region of the input space. In addition, the selection of patterns is made using a kernel function, taking into account the distribution of data. When a lazy learning strategy is used, two important aspects related to RBNN training and patterns selection have been taken into account. In the first place, the initialization of the neurons centers is a critical factor that influences RBNN performance. Usually, the initial location of centers are randomly established, but in a lazy strategy, in which a network must be trained for each new query, random initialization must be avoided. For this reason, in this work, the algorithm has been modified in a deterministic way to eliminate any initial condition influence with the objective of achieving the best performance. Regarding to the selection procedure, in which the Inverse kernel function is used, it may occur that no training pattern is selected for certain test patterns, due to the distribution of data in the input space. We have proposed and validated two different approaches to treat this problem.
LRBNN has been applied to two different domains: an artificial time series (the well known Mackey-Glass time series) and a real one (representing the Venice Lagoon water level). For both domains, we present the results obtained by LRBNN when a deterministic centers initialization is made. Besides, with the aim of showing the advantages of this deterministic initialization, the same method is applied but the RBNN are trained with a random initialization of their centers. We show the mean results of several random initializations. As we said before, LRBNN provides two alternative ways of guarantying the selection of training examples for all the query instances. When the use of these alternative methods is necessary, the obtained results are also showed. Finally, LRBNN performance is compared with the performance of RBNN trained using a global approach, that is, using the whole training set.
The results obtained by LRBNN improves significatively the ones obtained by RBNN trained in a global way. Besides, the proposed deterministic initialization of the neurons centers produces similar or slightly better results than the usual random initialization, being thus preferable because only one run is necessary. Moreover, the method is able to predict 100% of the test patterns, even in those extreme cases when no train examples would be selected using the normal selection method. The experiments show that the relative radius, parameter of the method, is not a critical factor because if it reaches a minimum value and the network has a sufficient number of neurons, the error on the test set keeps its low value relatively constant.
Thus, we can conclude that the combination of lazy learning and RBNN, can produce significant improvements in some domains.
